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often, regular web surfing will
slow down torrenting. using a
vpn makes it so that torrenting
isnt slowed at all. this is because
torrent traffic is received via
another connection, not by
sharing your computer ram with
a torrent that needs to be
downloaded. its important that
you connect to the vpn service
via your pc. a mobile device is
less secure, since every time
you connect to the vpn, its ip
address is re-routed. and since
vpn services are only available
in certain countries, connecting
to a vpn on a mobile device is
not an option. a pia vpn is an
acronym for private internet
access. this type of vpn is very
trustworthy in that it provides
maximum anonymity and allows
torrenting with minimal
slowdowns. it is also very cheap
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and easy to use, with no
software to download. it also has
a 30-day no-questions-asked
money-back guarantee, which is
one of the best in the industry.
by default, the pia vpn
connection is established when
you connect to it for the first
time. once you are connected,
you are instantly protected
because your internet traffic is
re-routed. in addition, all pia
users can use unlimited
bandwidth, have access to
servers in over 150 locations
worldwide, and most
importantly, theyre not blocked
by any countrys internet
censorship policies. if youre a
bittorrent user who wants to
keep the p2p networks
anonymity while connecting to
the internet, youll want to use a
vpn like hide.me. torrenting via
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a vpn provides some of the best
privacy in the world and adds an
additional layer of security by
disguising your online identity
and masking your ip address.
the hide.me vpn doesnt make
you invisible on the internet, but
theres no way to track you since
your internet activity is re-
routed.
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the best way to get the high-
quality version is to visit sites
with a good user rating, like

tubesr.com , but even then it is
still easy to find pirated content.

look for sites that have user
ratings and then use your

discretion. you can also search
for ip addresses of your

computer or isp, but that does
not cover everything. another

important factor is that the
torrents must be "private," since

downloading copyrighted
content from a public torrent

site is considered illegal. many
popular torrent sites, such as the
pirate bay, have been shut down
in the past, and they are merely
coming back. that means that
you should be using the same
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tracker from one project to
another. it is also important to
check the reviews, ratings, and

comments left by previous
torrent users. these reviews, like

the user reviews, cover
everything from quality to the
age of the torrent. some of the

comments on these sites include
warnings and tips for using the
torrent. while its best to look at
these reviews carefully, do not

be too concerned if the site
seems reputable. the number of
users is more important than the

number of negative reviews.
sites like the pirate bay and the

pirate.to are known to share
music and other free stuff, and

they are run by the same
owners. the pirate bay is one of
the oldest torrent sites, and is

generally safe. many of the sites
like the pirate bay have features
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like chat rooms and a feeling of
community. it can be difficult to

find content with non-pirated
sites, but the experience of the

community is different and
valuable. when you torrent, your
isp has no way of knowing where

the file youre downloading
comes from. you can also use a
vpn to route your internet traffic
through a server in a location of
your choosing, making it very
difficult for isps to watch your
torrent activity, or for them to

gain information on you by
examining your internet activity.
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